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BACKGROUND 
The following is a timeline of Mason’s academic success and setbacks across three and a half years, 
beginning when he was six and in first grade; with and without the daily administration of The 
Listening Program® (TLP), in his classroom and at home. Mason began speech therapy with speech 
and language therapist Joan Littlehale to assist in reducing articulation disorders as well as to 
decrease stuttering. Mason presented as a delightful, happy young man. Mason’s classroom teacher 
observed that he had a short attention span, self-distracting movements, as well as weaknesses in 
the areas of spelling and written language. After a discussion with Mason’s classroom teacher as well 
as his parents, the decision was made to get Mason started on The Listening Program. 

TLP PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 
2015 
TLP Level One with Nature was administered to Mason for 10 weeks using the Condensed Schedule. 
He listened to two modules consecutively, a total of thirty minutes per day, five days per week, using 
one new album each week. 

Results: 
Mason displayed positive changes after listening to TLP. His attention span increased and his spelling 
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and writing improved. Mason’s mother remembers Mason saying that The Listening Program “slowed 
his mind down so he could concentrate.” (Refer to mom’s accompanying letter). 

2016 
During second grade, Mason did not listen to TLP. According to his mom, Mason was able to get on 
grade level with a lot of assistance from classroom helpers and the teacher, in addition to one on one 
reading at home. He did struggle to complete simple assignments. Without the support of The 
Listening Program during this year, Mason wrestled to complete grade level assignments, according 
to his mother.   

2017 - 2018 
After the first half of third grade Mason had once again fallen behind in comprehension and reading 
skills. In mid-December Mason told his third-grade teacher that he “missed The Listening Program and 
the way it made him feel.” It was decided that Mason would once again listen to TLP when he returned 
to school on Monday, January 8th, 2018. 

Mason listened to the TLP Level One with Nature for the remainder of the school year. Using the 
Condensed schedule once again, Mason listened to two modules for a total of thirty minutes per day, 
using a new album each week. 
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PRE/POST TLP PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION EFFECTS ON READING 
INVENTORY RESULTS 
In third grade the Reading Inventory is administered periodically throughout the year to determine 
students’ Reading Comprehension (refer to accompanying Reading Inventory). Observation of Mason’s 
Reading Comprehension Assessment reveals Mason’s scores pre-TLP and post-TLP. After one month 
of TLP, Mason was clearly improving. 

Pre-TLP 

September 18, 2017  Mason’s Reading Comprehension score of 94 was closer to that of a Beginning 
Reader compared to the third grade mean of 614. 

November 17, 2017  Mason’s Reading Comprehension score dropped by one point to 93, continuing to 
be at a Beginning Reader level. 

 

Post-TLP 

It should be noted that no medications nor other interventions took place at home or at school from 
January through June 2018. 

January 24, 2018  Mason’s Reading Comprehension scored dropped 6 points to 87, still placing him 
at the Beginning Reader level. Mason had been listening for 3 ½ weeks. 

January 31, 2018  Mason’s Reading Comprehension score rose 404 points, placing him in the High 
Basic level for third graders. Mason had now been listening for 4 ½ weeks. 

June 7, 2018  Mason’s Reading Comprehension score rose to 600, another 109 points above 
January’s last score, placing him in the Proficient Range for third graders. 
Factoring out vacations, Mason had now been listening for 21 weeks (two 
complete rounds of TLP with one additional week of Album 1.).  

September 25, 2018  Despite Mason being on summer vacation with no listening taking place, his 
Reading Comprehension score did not decline, demonstrating that he was 
retaining his gains. His score actually increased by 34 points.  

January 18, 2019  Mason’s Reading Comprehension score continued to rise, with an increase of 92 
points. Mason’s parents purchased a TLP Level One with Nature and began 
administering Mason’s listening at home on January 8th, 2019. On the date of this 
testing Mason would have listened to Albums 1 and 2.  
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END OF YEAR OBSERVATIONS (2018) 
Check-lists completed in June by Mason’s third grade teacher and his art teacher both indicated 
growth in the areas of mental, physical, and emotional changes. 

Mason’s third grade teacher observed the following: 

Mental Changes  Physical Changes  Emotional Changes 

more motivated  more upright posture  more animated 

quicker response time  more eye contact  more appropriate interactions with adults and peers 

improved organization  less wiggling  increased self-confidence 

reading is easier  more physically active  more independent 

better short-term memory  physical coordination improves  new friends 

less distractible  speaking more clearly  more responsive 

improved focus  improvement in handwriting  more expressive 

improvement in social interaction  more talking/communication  improved mood 

better at beginning and completing projects  more touching/hugging   

asking questions  less confusion of left and right   
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Mason’s art teacher observed the following: 

Mental Changes  Physical Changes  Emotional Changes 

more motivated  more upright posture   less overwhelmed 

thinking before acting  more eye contact  more appropriate interactions with adults and peers 

improved attention span  less wiggling  more independent 

improved organization  face and/or body looks less 
distractible more relaxed 

new interests 

less distractible  voice softens & strengthens  less defensive 

improved focus  speaking more clearly  more responsible 

less irritable    more patient 

less anxious or tense      more calm and relaxed 

    improved mood 

 

According to Mason’s art teacher, Mason’s attention span and interest had increased. His ability to 
focus for longer periods of time on art projects also increased. He seemed less frustrated, less 
agitated, and less moody. He seemed more organized and mature. His relationships with peers had 
improved as well. 

At the end of June 2018, Mason’s mother sent a letter (refer to mom’s accompanying letter) 
describing Mason’s educational journey from first grade through the end of third grade. Her letter 
indicates that Mason’s positive changes were observed both at home, offering to help around the 
house, and at school, after TLP had begun being administered to Mason. At the end of third grade his 
mom quoted Mason as saying, “Working in the program helps me quiet down and focus on the work.” 

DISCUSSION 
The data and observations suggest that TLP has been very beneficial for Mason. Observations by his 
teachers and mother indicated positive improvements in Mason’s mental, physical, and emotional 
changes during his periods of listening. In second grade Mason did not use TLP. According to his mom, 
Mason struggled to maintain average grades. Mason resumed TLP in January of 2018. Reading 
Comprehension scores reflect increased skills starting mid-January through to the end of third grade. 
Mason’s initial Reading Comprehension test in September 2018 displayed no regression, even though 
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listening had not taken place during July and August. Mason’s January 2019 Reading Comprehension 
showed continued improvements. According to his parents, he started listening again on January 8, 
2019. 

Mason can be seen describing his experience with The Listening Program in the accompanying videos. 
After completing the first video, Mason asked if he could say one more thing. His second video was 
completely without prompting. 

Mason Videos 

Video One [watch] 

Video Two [watch] 
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LETTER FROM MASON’S MOM 
 
Hello, 

My name is Heather, and our son Mason was enrolled in The Listening Program® in 1st grade. In class, he was 
fidgety and would need to stand, move around or tap while completing work. He could spell verbally but not in 
writing. The Listening Program, in his words: “slowed his mind down so he could concentrate.” His writing 
skills caught up to the verbal skills. As he progressed in 1st grade, he was phased out of the program to make 
room for other students. 

In second grade, teachers had concerns again. Mason’s comprehension was below grade-level and his reading 
and spelling had regressed. Due to a lack of funding and administration for the program, he was not re-enrolled 
in the program. He was able to get on to grade level with a lot of assistance from classroom helpers, the 
teacher and one-on-one reading at home. It was a struggle to complete simple assignments and was not very 
enjoyable for all.  

Early on in third grade Mason fell behind in both comprehension and reading skills; well below grade level. 
During the first quarter, we spoke with his teacher and mentioned he was in The Listening Program before and 
had benefitted immensely. 

With the start of the new year, he was enrolled in The Listening Program again. We witnessed small subtle 
changes at first. He would come home from school wanting to do his homework and was interested in what I 
was working on in my studies. He started to pick up and read books on his own and would relate similarities to 
his own experiences. He could sit down and finish homework in a timely manner without having to get up, 
move around and be redirected back to the work. 

In everyday situations, he is now asking for help when needed, and will clarify and rephrase what we say to 
make sure he understands it correctly. Even more, he is offering to help around the house and does not need to 
be asked numerous times before he completes a task. When asked about the program this year, he said, 
“Working in the program helps me quiet down and focus on the work.” 

I strongly recommend this program for any child who can easily be distracted or can become bored when it 
comes to completing tasks. We have seen a large improvement with concentration, focus and interest in 
learning since he started The Listening Program again. 

Please continue to fund, staff and run this program to provide children with an enriching educational 
experience that can foster their growth. Not every child can learn through traditional methods. Every child 
does deserve the opportunity to explore their best method of learning. 

Sincerely, 
Heather 
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